
Jason Cyrus Keynote Bio 2017: 

 

Spectacular ● Imaginative ● Hilarious ● Motivational ● Inspirational ● Entertaining 

 

Hypnotist Cyrus has always been unique right from start and is loved for his big heart, quick wit, 

great sense of humor, family values and charismatic personality.  Cyrus is living his dream and 

his act is only getting bigger and better. Born with the natural gift to entertain, Cyrus is now 

offering the world what he was always meant to give them— “EVERYTHING I GOT.” 

 

Jason Cyrus was born and raised in the small coal mining village of Minto, NB, Canada.  From a 

young age, Cyrus’ father, the late country music icon Joey Knight (who passed away in May 

2011), always took him to see the magicians and hypnotists as they came into town.  As Cyrus 

watched the entertainers on stage, a fire ignited inside him as he realized that he could light up the 

stage in the same way.   

 

Jason fostered his love for magic and hypnosis at a very young age and is now called “Canada’s 

Stage Hypnosis KING” by the country’s entertainment capital, Niagara Falls.  Cyrus now works 

as a full time entertainer and keynote speaker touring many of the major theatres in Canada and 

has quickly become one of the hottest tickets on the market.  Now called “Canada’s Stage 

Hypnosis KING” by the country’s entertainment capital, Niagara Falls, audiences are 

continuously blown away by his stellar performance and more and more people from near and far 

are packing theatres to see him year after year. His theatre work has opened the door for Cyrus to 

develop a great corporate show as the headline entertainment for major corporate and community 

fundraising events.  

 

In 2016 Cyrus developed a unique keynote presentation that combines entertainment with a 

powerful and inspirational message.  In his aptly entitled presentation Achieve the Unthinkable 

he has been leaving corporate clients, high schools, universities and non-profit groups completely 

BLOWN AWAY. Cyrus’ presentation shows you how you can put the scientific principles to 

work in your business and personal life by using the power of hypnosis, imagination and 

visualization.  You will quickly find out why he is called the ACDC of speakers (“No one wants 

to go on after this guy” says Devin Harris of Investors Group) with his “Life Changing” message. 

 

In addition to his stage shows and corporate work Jason also finds working one on one with 

clients very rewarding.  To that end Cyrus works providing clinical hypnotherapy at LAZER IZ 

ESSENTAIL Wellness Center in Moncton NB. As a certified Naturotherapist (Academy of 

Naturopaths and Naturotherapists), unconscious coach and clinical hypnotherapist (National 

Guild of Hypnotist), Jason is able to help his clients reach their true potential while enhancing 

and improving their lives.   

 

In his down time (which is very limited these days), he still enjoys playing hockey and softball 

but his real dedication belongs to his family which includes his true love, soul mate and guardian 

angel Catherine and his beautiful daughter Chloe as well as his mother Carolyn, father Joey, sister 

Stacey, and his Nan (Vivian) who have always been a very important part of his life. 

 

“Everything you want is on the other side of fear”. 


